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The paper analyses the Ulysses storm in 1903, one of the strongest storms in UK history.
This storm is analysed in 20CRv3, and then the assimilation is rerun with a lot of newly
rescued observations, and further with an improved inflation scheme in the assimilation.
Results show that the improved 20CRv3 produces a stronger storm, with stronger winds
and higher probability for "sting jets" and related surface wind feature. The authors also
analyse precipitation. When coupling a storm surge model to the reanalysis, the tide
gauge record in the area of Liverpool is better depicted. Overall this is a very nice case
study of a historical storm, a very nice demonstration of the power of numerical methods,
and a very nice illustration of the usefulness of rescuing observations. The paper is well
written, though a bit unconventionally structured. I only have a couple of small questions.

First of all: What a nice case! This is a text book storm.
I am missing more information on the additionally included data (number of new
measurements per day etc.), their QC processing. What was the observation error
assigned? Also it would be relevant to include marine data in the coverage plots. 
This concerns specifically also the tide gauge record. The authors mention that the QC
is not yet doe and this work is in process, but t is hard to get a feeling for the error.
How does the assimilation system digtest the quite massive increase in the input?
Given the decreased spread, are some of the "original" observations now rejected or
vice versa?
Fig. 3: Is the ensemble mean of the version "with new data" captured in the ensemble
spread of the "raw" 20CRv3? This would be interesting for useres that cannot rerun
20CRv3. The figures in the Appendix on the spread and RMSE ratio are nice, but do not
directly answer the question for this case. 
Say a bit more on the storm surge model already in the main text (at least mention the
resolution and start of integration).
L. 367:
https://digital.nmla.metoffice.gov.uk/SO_7c59f237-7add-4d78-9c99-4e4210a926e1/
produces a "not found" in my browser
The reference list is a it messy (punctiation, initials, use of "et al.", use of "and", "&" or
nothing, etc.).
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